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ABSTRACT

An adaptive framework for the estimation of population size, based on
minimizing the discrepancy between observations of variables and the values
of those variables predicted as functions of population parameters, provides
a statistical basis for this type of problem.. The flexibility in the types
of data and relationships which may be employed is considered essential in
order to handle the wide range of situations encountered in stock
assessments. Application of the framework is demonstrated with two diverse
hypothetical situations. An implementation using a Marquardt algorithm for
minimization of the objective function has been developed using the APL
programming language.

RESUME.

Un outil de travail permet d'adapter des methodes statistiques a
l'estimation de l'effectif, afin de reduire les differences entre
l'observation des variables et leur valeur, a partir d'une prevision ,

basee sur les parametres des la population. La souplesse vis -a-vis
des donnees et des relations utilisables est consid"eree essentielle
face aux diverses situations qui se presentent dans l'evaluation des
populations. Deux situations hypothetiques differentes illustrent
l'application de l'outil de travail. On a mis un point un programme
on langage de programmation APL qui fait appela un algorithme
Marquardt pour minimiser la fonction objective.
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INTRODUCTION

The status of groundfish stocks in the northwest Atlantic have
typically been assessed in recent years using a procedure which has become
commonly referred to as "calibration" of the sequential population analysis
(Anon. 1987a; Anon. 1987b). Briefly, a population numbers by age matrix
(table) is generated from the catch-at-age matrix using a sequential
population analysis, such as cohort (Pope 1972). To generate the population
matrix, either the population size or fishing mortality for the most recent
year and the oldest age group must be assumed. The relationships between
the population matrix and abundance indices for selected age groups are then
derived by ordinary least squares. Several values are tried for the
population size or fishing mortality in the most recent year and those which
result in the "best" relationships are considered the most appropriate
estimates. Age groups are generally processed sequentially from oldest to
youngest.

This procedure has been criticized because it does not properly account
for the sampling errors of measured variables or of model errors due to
departures from hypothesized relationships. Another shortcoming relates to
the inappropriate use of diagnostics intended for investigation of "goodness
of fit," such as residuals, RZ and significance of intercepts, as a means of
selecting the "best" estimate. Therefore, this procedure is not founded on
established statistical principles and the properties of this "best"
estimator are not defined. Finally, the values in a population matrix from
sequential population analysis have an interdependence along cohorts.
Treating age groups sequentially may give results which are unduly
influenced by the relationships at older ages and which do not account for
effects at younger ages.

In recent years, several workers have considered appropriate
statistical formulations of this problem (Collie and Sissenwine 1983; Deriso
et al. 1985; Fournier and Archibald 1982). The formulations differed
primarily in the details of the structural relationships and the treatment
of the errors. This paper describes a framework which can be employed in
describing the various formulations that this problem can take. An
algorithm for implementing the framework and a brief description of the
numerical methods employed is included.

MODEL

The basic framework is a mathematical expression for the application of
a common statistical technique, least squares, in order to determine the
most appropriate estimate of a population matrix. The discrepancy between
observations of variables and the values of those variables predicted as
functions of the population matrix are employed for this determination. That
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is,

min^(W i (0 i -f(TT,1))) 2 	(1)

where TI = population matrix;
Oi = observed variable set i;
Wi = weight for observed variable set i; and
S2 = other parameters which may be required.

Both Oi and Wi may be matrices or vectors (series). The weighting
factors, Wi, are needed to accommodate differences in the reliability of
the elements within an observed variable set as well as differences in
reliability between variable sets. In the absence of measures of precision
for use as weights, transformations may be employed in attempting to
stabilize variance. The summation is taken over all sets i as indicated, as
well as within each set.

The framework is adaptive in the sense that any observed variable which
is a function of the population matrix can be accommodated by equation 1.
Further, various formulations of the structural relationships and
statistical error models which link these observed variables with the
population matrix may be invoked. This flexibility is considered essential
given the wide range of situations encountered in stock assessments. Common
statistical diagnostics, (residual plots, probability plots, standard error
of parameters, correlation matrices of parameters being estimated) are used
to select from among the formulations, those which are most suitable for the
particular conditions experienced. To elucidate the basic framework and to
demonstrate the flexibility in the types of relationships which may be
employed, two hypothetical scenarios are described.

Scenario A

The commercial catch has been sampled using a double sampling design
and the estimated catch at age, C ay , is available with the associated
standard error, c Sa . It is known that age determinations for older
ages are variable, €herefore ages 1-5 are treated individually while ages 6
and older are aggregated. There is no reliable information on effort from
the commercial fishery. A research survey index of abundance at age,

I ay , is available for all ages. The survey was conducted at the
beginning of the year using a stratified random sampling design and the
appropriate standard error for the index, I Say , has been derived.
There are no other relevant observed variables. The expression to be
minimized is:

6 + 	6+ 2 1
( 	 (Cay-Cay))2 + I 	 I ( S (I ay - I ay )) , 	(2)

a=1 y=1 c ay 	 a=1 y=1 I ay

where a = index for age;
y = index for year.
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The beginning of the year survey is available at the time the assessment is
done, allowing for 21 yr of the survey index to be used while only 20 yr of
catch at age data are available. To ensure that population size decreases
along cohorts with time, the parameter set IT is replaced by 0, an estimate
of year-class size for each cohort, and 1, the fishing mortality matrix.
The associated population matrix can then be calculated using the
relationship:

Pay = Pa+l y+1 exp [,Da+1 y+l + M]	 (3)

where natural mortality, M, is assumed to be constant. The appropriate
cohortear-class size, 0, is substituted for P as needed. The predicted
catch, C, can then be obtained using the catch equation:

ay P (I - expL -^ay + M]))/(ay + M) 	 (4)Cay = (d 

A linear relationship through the origin is assumed between the abundance
index and population size. Therefore the predicted index, I, is obtained
from:

I ay 	Ka Pay

where Ka = calibration coefficient for age a. The parameter set SZ (of
Equation 1) consists of only K a in this scenario. Equations 2-5 can be us
to solve for the least squares estimates of 0, 	 and K.

Scenario B

The commercial catch has been sampled as in scenario A above; however,
the errors in the estimates of catch at age are considered negligible. A
combined catch rate series, Uy , has been derived with a multiplicative
model and its associated standard error was u Sy . There are two research
survey abundance indices, I1 and I2, and their standard errors, IS1
and IS2, were computed based on the survey design employed. Survey
index I2 is considered a recruitment index, suitable for the first two
ages only, and is only available for the most recent 6 yr. Both surveys are
related to beginning of year population. The expression to be minimized is
therefore:

	10 21	 2 	 21 	 20 	 (6)

a = 1
i 	 ( I  a (Ilay-Ilay))Z + a

l l yX16(I Say2ay-I2ay))Z + y ^ l ( uSy (Uy -Uy )) z
	y = 1 	y	 2

(5)

ed
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Since errors in the catch at age are considered negligible, the parameter
set 11 is reduced to 0, the year-class size for each cohort i.e. only one
cell of each cohort in the population matrix needs to be designated as a
parameter. The las t year and oldest age are used as the designated cell of
the year-class size for each cohort. The population matrix can then be
derived using:

Pay = Cayexp[M/2] + Pa+1 y+1 exp [M] 	(7)

where the appropriate cohort year-class size, 0, is substituted for P as
needed. Linear relationships are assumed for both survey indices.
Intercepts are accepted for survey index I2 even though a mechanism to
generate such a relationship has not been established. Therefore:

'lay = K 1a Pay 	(8)

and

I 2ay = K ' 2a + K2a Pay 	
(9)

A fishing mortality matrix is calculated from:

Fay = ln(Pay/Pa+1 y +1) - M 	 (10)

The partial fishing mortality matrix for the otter trawl fleet was obtained
as:

T Fay = Fay ( TCay /Cay ) 	 (11)

The annual fully recruited fishing mortality for trawlers was derived
using:

10 	 10

TFy = a=5 (Pay TFay )/8 I 5 (Pay ) 	 (12)

The annual partial recruitment for the trawler fleet is then obtained:

TPRy = TFay /TFy 	 (13)
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and used to calculate the average annual exploitable biomass:

TBy = Way (Pay (( 1_exP[- Fay + M]/Fay + M)) TPRy 	(14)

A linear relationship through the origin is hypothesized for the otter trawl
catch rate and the exploitable biomass:

Uy = K3 T By 	(15)

We now have the quantities required for minimization of expression 6.

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation of an algorithm to solve this model may be decomposed
into two parts, a routine for minimization of an objective function and the
specification of an objective function. Such a partitioning allows the use
of readily available, general purpose software for the minimization module.

In its present form, a Marquardt algorithm, coded in the programming
language APL, is used to minimize the objective function. This method has
been used successfully for a broad range of non-linear problems. The
objective function, which must be defined by the user, is expected to
produce a vector of residuals to be minimized, one for each element of
observed variables. The residuals may be weighted if this is appropriate.

The Marquardt algorithm is described in detail by Bard (1974, p. 94).
An iterative scheme is used to improve the initial guess, provided by the
user, of the parameters being estimated. This method is a modification of
the Newton-Raphson method, designed to overcome the problem of
indefiniteness of the Hessian matrix (the matrix of second partial
derivatives). To improve the performance, the facility to define
constraints on the parameters via a penalty function (Bard 1974, p. 141) has
been included. The constraints are removed for the final iterations. Also,
to simplify matters, the partial derivatives are obtained numerically.

The objective function component is accommodated by providing various
general purpose modules such as a sequential population function, a function
to calculate residuals for an abundance index, a function to calculate
residuals for the catch at age, etc. The user can then define an
appropriate objective function for a specific formulation by calling
relevant modules. Further, modules are accessible for modification as
required. This tactic was taken to allow for the utmost in flexibility when
specifying a formulation of the adaptive framework.
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SUMMARY

The development and implementation of an adaptive framework was based
on the observation that an assessment technique is composed of two parts, a
method of estimation and the definition of a model. For the method of
estimation, a statistically established method for solving the problem of
estimating the parameters of a model was selected. With respect to the
definition of a model, it was recognized that the variety of situations
encountered would require considerable flexibility. The philosophy of an
adaptive approach was taken rather than attempting to identify a model which
would perform "well" in "typical" situations. Common diagnostic tools,
residual analysis, evaluation of variance/co-variance of parameters, etc..,
are employed to determine the appropriate formulation used in the adaptive
framework.

In addition to the advantages offered by the flexibility of the
technique, the parameter estimates obtained have certain desirable
statistical properties, given the correct model specification, and their
reliability can be evaluated using the covariance matrix. A discussion of
the properties of least squares estimators is given by Bard (1974). A
feature of the technique which may be perceived as a limitation in some
instances, is the requirement to be fairly familiar with the fishery and the
data for the stock being considered. It is not designed to encourage
automatic processing of an arbitrary data set by an unknowledgeable user.
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ANNEX

Listing of functions in the APL workspace NLLS which implements
a Marquardt algorithm for minimization of an objective function.

0 R♦DIFFOOBJ;DELTA;I;TPAR
[1) 	 A CALCULATES ONE SIDED. DIFFERENCE OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
(21 	 I+1
[3] R+(N,0)P1
[4] DELTA♦(O.Olxpar)+O.Olxpar=0
(51 	 Ll:TPAR+((I-1)tpar),(pa-r[I]+DELTA[I]),Iipar
[6] R+R,(e-OBJAFN TPAR):DELTA[I]
[7] +L1xP>-I+I+1

V
V R+DIFFOPNLTY;I;RI;DELTA;TPAR;fpnity;bpnity

(1) d CALCULATES FIRST AND SECOND DIFFERENCES OF PENALTY FUNCTION
(2) I4-1
(3] 	 R+2 OpO
(4l 	 DELTAa(0.O1xPAR)+0.01xpAR=O
[51 	 L1:TPAR♦((I-1)tPAR),SPAR[11+DELTA[I]),I+PAR
(6] 	 Rl+(pnity-fpnityaalpha PNLTYAFN TPAR)=DELTA[I]
[7] 	 TPAR+((I-1)+PAR),(PAR[I]-DELTA[I]),I+PAR
[81 	 bpnity+alpha PNLTYAFN TPAR •
[9] 	 R+R ,, R1,(fpnity+bpnity-2xpnity)=DELTA[I]
[101 	 +L1xP^I♦I+1

V
V R+FRGNAFN A

[11 	 d THIS FUNCTION SHOULD RETURN A 1 IF THE PARAMETERS
(2) 	 d ARE IN THE FEASIBLE REGION AND 0 OTHERWISE
(3] 	 R4-1 	 d DEFAULT RETURNS 1

19
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V 	 NLLS;BOOL;J;DIAG;Q;LAMBDA;HESS;N;P;PAR;RSS;de;CAUSE;I;V;NPHI;PHI;pnity;d
pnity;SHESS;NORM

[1] d NON-LINEAR LEAST SQUARES USING MARQUARDT ALGORITHM
(2] PFPpar+PARF,initial
[31 RSS+e+.xe+OBJAFN PAR 	 d RESIDUAL SUM OF SQUARES
(4) N+P,e
[5] pnity+alpha PNLTYAFN PAR 	 A PENALTY FOR CONSTRAINTS
(6l NPHI+PHI+RSS+pnity
[7] LAMBDA+0.01
(81 BOOL+(PXP)P1,PPO 	 d USED TO CREATE DIAG MATRIX
(9l conal0
(101 PRNT
[111 J+1
(12] L3:-a(limit<J+J+1)/L6 AMAIN LOOP
(131 PAR+par
[141 PHI♦NPHI
(151 de♦DIFFOOBJ
[16] Q+2xe+.xde 	 d GRADIENT

(17) HESS+2xXP de++[llde 	 a HESSIAN
(181 dpnity♦DIFFAPNLTY 	 A DIFFERENCE FOR PENALTY
1191 Q+Q+dpnity(1;1
(20] DIAG+1 1'PHESSFHESS+(2PP)PBOOL\dpnity[2;]
(211 LAMBDA♦0.00000lrLAMBDAxO.01
(22] I+1
[231 SHESS+HESS+(2PP)PBOOL\DIAGXLAMBDA♦LAMBDAx10 d MARQUARDT METHOD
(24] NORM+(+,SHESS*2)*.5 A COLUMN NORMS
[25] SHESS+'$(4[1]SHESS):"NORM Q SCALE HESSIAN

(261 par+PAR+V^-(Q6SHESS).NORM 	 a STEP DIRECTION; STEP SIZE=1

[271 	 •(FRGNAFN par)/L4
(281 	 RSSae+.xe♦OBJAFN par
[291 	 pnity+alpha PNLTYAFN par
(30] 	 ,(PHI>NPHI+RSS+pnity)/L6
(311 	 L4:LAMBDA+LAMBDAx100
[321 	 L5•par+PAR+V+VxO.1*I 	 61INNER LOOP REDUCE STEP SIZE

1331 	 ♦(10<I+I+1)/L6
[34] 	 +(-FRGNAFN par)/L5
(351 	 RSS+e+.Xe+OBJAFN par
[36] 	 pnity+alpha PNLTYAFN par
(371 	 +(PHI>-NPHI♦RSS+pnity)/L6
[38] 	 +L5
(391 L6:PRNT
[40] msr♦RSS=N-P 	 x +.xV)=PxRSS)*0.5') 0000(411 ♦(1= /CAUSE+(10I),(limi.t>-J),(0.001<con♦(((N-P) Q

1<I(NPHI-PHI)=PHI),(0.00001v.<I(par -PAR)= 0 . 00000000000000000001+IPAR))/L3

[421 	 (CAUSE)/(1] exit
V
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V R+OBJAFN A
[1] 	 A THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO BE MINIMIZED
[2) 	 A R IS THE RESULTANT MAGNITUDE
(3] 	 A A IS THE PARAMETER VECTOR
[4) 	 ''THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION HAS NOT BEEN DEFINED'
(5] 	 +

V
V PARASE;N;P;HESS;de;NORM

[1] 	 'APPROXIMATE STATISTICS ASSUMING LINEARITY NEAR SOLUTION'
[2l 	 '
(3] 	 N+P,e
(4l 	 P+P,par
(5] de+DIFFAOBJ
(6] HESS+2xXP de+i[1]de
(7) 	 NORM,(+/HESS*2)*.5
[8] HESS+Dal+(+[l]HESS):"NORM
[9] HESS+2xmsrx♦ (4HESS) =' r'NoRM
[10] parose+(1 1^HESS)* - .5
[11] corn+HESS++(i[llt(4HESS)x'aparAse)xllparose
[12] parose♦+parose
[13] 'ORTHOGONALITY OFFSET.........'„ 'F16.6' DFMT con
(14] 	 'MEAN SQUARE RESIDUALS .......',,'F16.6' DFMT msr
[15]
(16) ' 	 PAR. EST. 	 STD. ERR. 	 C. V.
[17) 	 ' 	 --------- 	 --------- 	 ---------- '
[18] 'E16 .6,X3' OFMT(par;parAse;pargse:par)

V
V R+alpha PNLTYAFN A-

(1] 	 Q THE PENALTY FUNCTION FOR THE CONSTRAINTS
[ 2 ] ...... d .R ._I S THE RESULTANT MAGNITUDE
(3] 	 d A IS THE VECTOR OF PARAMETERS
[4] 	 d alpha IS THE VECTOR OF CONSTANTS FOR THE CONSTRAINTS
(5] 	 R♦0 	 A DEFAULT: NO CONSTRAINTS

V
0 PRNT;TMP

[1] 	 2 1P'
(2] 	 TMP+3 6P'LAMBDARSS 	 NPHI
[3] '10A1,E15.6' OFMT (3 10+TMP;a -l+,TMP,',')
[4]
[5] 	 'par'
[6] 	 ,'E15.6' OFMT par

V
0 R+XP H;N;I;V

[1] 	 N+PH
(2] 	 R♦(2PN)PI♦0
[3l 	 V♦O,,.N
(4] 	 L10:♦(N<I+I+1)/L99
[5] V♦l+V
[6] R[I;V]♦+/"H[I]x"(I-1)+H
(7] 	 R[;I]+R[I;]
[8] +L10
[9] L99:

v
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